
Create your own ice sculpture decorations to hang outside for wildlife to
enjoy! Use a mould of your choice, we suggest a bowl with a glass in the
middle to create a hole for a wreath design. You can also use things like
old yogurt pots and silicone ice cube trays. Add your chosen decorations

like seeds,, leaves and berries, then fill with water. Either pop your creation
in the freezer overnight or if it’s cold enough, you can leave it outside for

mother nature to freeze for you. Tie some string or twine around your frozen
wreath and hang from a tree in your garden or local green space. 

Winter weather funWinter weather fun

Snow animals

Snow angels Snow drawing

Ice decorations

Try creating snow animals instead of snow people.
Collect some nature objects to help create your chosen animals

features. We have made a snow cat decorated with stones and sticks.

We would love to see what you create! Make sure you tag and share with us on social media. 

Lie down in the snow and move your arms and legs
back and fourth to create your angel shape.

Explore your surroundings to find your chosen stick,
use it to draw your own angel wing designs, create
pretty patterns and draw your favourite shapes in
the snow. You could even collect some nature

objects and give your angel a crown.

Leave your snow art for others to find and enjoy!

Using the snow as your canvas, you can create some
amazing colourful art work using water and a few drops
of natural food colouring. All you need is a selection of

food colouring colours, bowls of water to mix your
colours in and something to paint with. 

We suggest some paint brushes or a pipette. 
You can make a rainbow, draw nature shapes, create the

solar system or go abstract! 

Stick and twigs for ears and whiskers

Stones for eyes

Berries and fruit

Seeds

made from ice cube traysAdd twine or 
string before it freezes  Make sure you wash your

hands afterwards and ask for
help from an adult. 

Leaves and twigs

Draw your designs with your chosen stick

Hearts, stars and squiggly lines!


